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Abstract. Modern distributed applications require coallocation of mas-
sive amounts of resources. Grid level allocation systems must efficiently
decide where these applications can be executed. To this end, the re-
source requests are described as labeled graphs, which must be matched
with equivalent labeled graphs of available resources. The coallocation
problem described in the paper has real-world requirements and inputs
that differ from those of a classical graph matching problem. We pro-
pose a new algorithm to solve the coallocation problem. The algorithm
is especially tailored for medium to large grid systems, and is currently
being integrated into the QosCosGrid system’s allocation module.

1 Introduction

The problem we are tackling is a maximal allocation of a labeled requests graph
to a labeled offers1 graph. This problem is also referred as graph matching. The
allocation must satisfy both the constraints of the nodes (machines) and the
constraints of the links (network). In our setup, the allocation can be nonoptimal
in terms of the allocation size; however, all allocations must obey all computing
and network constraints.

The motivation for our work comes from real-world scientific applications,
including complex systems simulations. Complex systems simulations include
highly parallel applications such as large cellular automata; molecular dynam-
ics simulations; combinations of coarse and fine-grained parallel applications,
such as distributed evolutionary algorithms for optimizing parameters; tech-
niques such as parallel tempering, where molecular dynamics simulations are
combined with Monte Carlo algorithms; and agent-based models where both the
frequency of communication between agents and the number of agents is highly
variable and may change with time [1]. Such applications rely on the coalloca-
tion of large numbers of reliable resources. This requirement has traditionally
been met by supercomputing facilities, but some applications researchers are
now looking to computational grids as a more economic computing resource.
1 In this paper we use the terms “offers” and “available machines” interchangeably,

assuming that only available machines are offered by resource providers.
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Fig. 1. A parallelized agent-based model (left) with the agent interactions represented
as a graph (right)

Quasi-opportunistic supercomputing is a new approach, designed to enable the
execution of demanding parallel applications on massive nondedicated resources
in grid environments [2].

Fig. 1 shows an approach for parallelizing an agent-based model in which
each agent interacts with others within a certain distance and must be aware
of those agents that are within that distance. In Fig. 1, on the left, each black
dot represents an agent, the light gray circle represents the distance for definite
interactions, and the outer circle indicates possible future interactions. These
interactions can be represented by a graph, as shown on the right, and it is this
graph which depicts the properties and the topology of the required resources.

The matching methods in the literature can be divided into two broad cate-
gories: the first contains exact matching methods that require a strict correspon-
dence among the two objects being matched or at least among their subparts.
Algorithms that solve these problems for the general graphs are exponential in
the worst case. The second category defines inexact matching methods, where
a matching can occur even if the two graphs being compared are structurally
different, relaxing to some extent the given constraints [3]. Our case can be seen
as a mixture of both categories: as in exact matching, we must not violate any
of the constraints, but as in inexact matching, nonoptimal allocation sizes are
permissible. Forgoing this optimality requirement allows us to provide an effi-
cient algorithm for resource coallocation, which in practice delivers results that
are reasonably close to the optimum.

The problem described above can be very hard to solve even with heuristic al-
gorithms in real grids. As real-world grids may consist of thousands of machines,
and we are planning to simultaneously allocate hundreds to thousands of jobs,
the number of edges in the offers and requests graphs might be of an order of
106. Thus, even light heuristic algorithms which are linear in the product of the
number of edges are almost useless when dealing with the computation time of
O(1012).

To reduce the problem complexity, we propose a simplified version, which we
call the clustered topology-aware coallocation problem (CTAAP). In this prob-
lem, the offered machines are aggregated into a relatively small number of
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homogeneous clusters. Each cluster contains identical machines, interconnected
by identical links. This formulation does not account for the differences between
the machines in the clusters, but significantly reduces the problem size. Unfor-
tunately, even the reduced problem is still NP-complete with no approximation
available.

In this paper we propose a new heuristic algorithm, the CTAAP-Solver, which
solves the CTAAP problem. In our solution, we execute graduated assignment
graph matching [4] once, and use its output as a starting point for the greedy
search procedure. During this greedy search, we repeatedly execute an algorithm
for weighted bipartite graph matching, steering it towards a feasible solution that
does not violate any constraint.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is summarized in section
2. In section 3 we discuss the problem definition and its intractability. In this
section we also formalize the problem and give the details of our CTAAP-Solver
algorithm and its complexity. Experimental results are given in section 4.

2 Related Work

Exact matching. Most of the algorithms for exact graph matching are based
on some form of tree search with backtracking. The first important algorithm
of this family was by Ullmann [5] in 1976. Ullmann’s algorithm is widely known
and, despite its age, is still widely used and is probably the most popular graph
matching algorithm. A more recent algorithm for both isomorphism and sub-
graph isomorphism is the VF algorithm, by Cordella et al. [6]. The authors
define a heuristic that is based on the analysis of the sets of nodes adjacent
to the ones already considered in the partial mapping. This heuristic computes
quickly, leading to a significant improvement over Ullmann’s and other algo-
rithms in many cases. However, the worst case run time of Ullmann’s algorithm
is Θ(N !N3), and Θ(N !N) for the VF algorithm.

Inexact matching. Tree search with backtracking can also be used for inex-
act matching. In [7], the A∗ algorithm is used with a fast and simple heuristic
that takes into account only the future cost of unmatched nodes. A radically
different approach is to cast graph matching, which is inherently a discrete op-
timization problem, into a continuous, nonlinear optimization problem. One of
the pioneering works for this approach is that of Fischler and Elschlager [8].
In [9], a new matching algorithm based on a probabilistic relaxation framework
is proposed, which introduces the definition of a Bayesian graph edit distance.
Gold and Rangarajan [4] presented the graduated assignment graph matching
(GAGM) algorithm. In this algorithm a technique known as graduated noncon-
vexity is employed to avoid poor local optima [3]. However, the inexact matching
algorithms that we are aware of do not guarantee that constraints will not be
violated.
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3 The Topology-Aware Coallocation Algorithm

3.1 Topology-Aware Coallocation: Definition and Analysis

Our coallocation model assumes an “à la operating systems” scheduling system,
meaning that the time axis is divided into discrete (potentially inconstant and
long) time slots, and the decision about which processes to execute in a certain
time slot is made repeatedly by an allocation management system. In this paper,
we consider only a certain time slot where the quantitative values of computing
resources are assumed to be constant. Thus we ignore the time index in the
following discussion.

The mathematical model will be defined in the next subsection, while here
we will discuss the intractability of the presented problem. Matching that does
not account for link constraints – known also as bipartite graph matching – is a
well-studied problem [10], with a variety of efficient (polynomial) solving algo-
rithms [11], [12]. However, matching that takes into account the links between
the nodes, which is a general graph-matching problem, becomes NP-hard. Even
the simplified form of the problem defined above – the CTAAP, where offered
computing machines are grouped into homogeneous clusters, is still NP-complete
with no approximation even for a constant number of clusters. This can be shown
by reducing the independent set (IS) problem to the CTAAP. IS is defined as
follows:

– Input: Graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k.
– Question: Is there a subset V ′ ⊆ V of size k such that no two vertexes in V ′

are joined by an edge in E?

The reduction is as follows: given a graph G of n vertexes, we will treat it as a
requests graph. We will create an offers graph with two clusters, one of size k
with no links between the nodes, and another cluster with n − k nodes, all of
which are interconnected and also connected to all the nodes of the first cluster.
There is a solution of CTAAP that can allocate all the requests to offers iff there
is a solution to the IS problem. Not only is the IS NP-complete [13] but, as was
shown by [14], no polynomial time algorithm can approximate it within a factor
of n/2(log n)1−ε

for any ε > 0, unless NP = ZPP . Given that fact, it is clear that
CTAAP cannot be solved even approximately by polynomial time algorithms.

3.2 Clustered Topology-Aware Coallocation: Model Formalization

Specifying the topology request. The request for n tasks is presented as a
graph GR = (V, E), where |V | = n and vi denotes a request for a single resource
(machine).

A positive vector C = [c1, c2, . . . , cn] represents request properties, where
ci denotes the minimal quantitative properties for the required computational
resource vi (e.g. FLOPS). Different quantitative properties might be described
by multiple property vectors. For example, if vector C represents the minimal
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CPU requirements, then the minimal memory requirements of the n tasks are
represented by the positive vector M = [m1, m2, . . . , mn].

The properties of edges e ∈ E are represented by an n-by-n adjacency matrix
B, where bij refers to the connectivity level between a user’s tasks vi and vj . Usu-
ally, this matrix is symmetric, and ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, bii = 0. Matrix B represents
the communication bandwidth between tasks as estimated by the user.

Specifying the resource offer. Analogously, an offer of m clusters of identical
machines is denoted as a graph ĜO = (V̂ , Ê),where |V̂ | = m.

The individual properties of the identical machines in the clusters are denoted
as Ĉ = [ĉ1, ĉ2, . . . , ĉm] (CPU) and M̂ = [m̂1, m̂2, . . . , m̂m] (memory).

A capacity vector ˆCAP = [ ˆcap1, ˆcap2, . . . , ˆcapm] denotes the number of avail-
able machines in each cluster; an m-by-m adjacency matrix B̂ represents the
edges’ properties (e.g., currently available communication bandwidth within and
between the m clusters in the grid), assuming identical connectivity properties
between all the machines in each cluster.

In the offers graph there are usually self-loops. The self-loop of the node
v̂i denotes the connectivity level between the machines in cluster i: b̂ii �= 0.
The bandwidth could be estimated between two adjacent (physically connected)
clusters or between two distant but connected clusters using maximum flow
techniques.

The allocation matrix. We are interested in finding the n-by-m allocation
matrix X , in which the term xij = 1 represents an allocation of a requested
task vi to an offered resource v̂j . Several constraints must hold for a correct
coallocation:

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

m∑

j=1

xij ≤ 1, (1)

denoting that one requested task can be mapped to at most one offered resource;

∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

n∑

i=1

xij ≤ ˆcapj , (2)

denoting that an offered cluster j can serve at most ˆcapj tasks;

∀i, j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, xijci ≤ ĉj ∧ xijmi ≤ m̂j (3)

denoting that the individual (computation/memory) properties of a request must
fit the properties of the matched offer;

∀i, j, k, l : 1 ≤ j, l ≤ m, 1 ≤ i, k ≤ n, xijbikxkl ≤ b̂jl, (4)

denoting that the pairwise (connectivity) properties of any pair of requests must
fit the properties of the matched offers pair; and

∀i, j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, xij ∈ {0, 1}, (5)
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denoting that the decision is binary, where 1 indicates an allocation of a requested
task vi to an offered resource v̂j .

Different objective functions will express different “global welfare”
schemas. Here we are interested in maximizing the system utilization:
max(

∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1 xij).

3.3 An Algorithm for Clustered Topology-Aware Coallocation

Our algorithm consists of three procedures. The first one finds a weights matrix
X by executing a modified version of the graduated assignment graph matching
[4] algorithm. Matrix X contains values between 0 and 1, which denote the
“profitability” of each allocation Xij . An extra row and column are added
to hold the slack variables (this augmented matrix is denoted by X̃). By
incorporating slack variables, the graph matching algorithm can handle outliers
(spurious or missing nodes or links) in a statistically robust manner. As β is
constantly increased, only one number in each row and up to ˆcapj numbers in
each column approach 1, while all the others approach 0.

Input: vectors C, M, Ĉ, M̂ , ˆCAP , matrixes B, B̂, edge compatibility
function F (er, eo) → R | er ∈ GR, eo ∈ GO

Output: weights matrix X
β ← β0, X̃ ← 1 + ε ;
while β ≤ βf do

while X does not converge AND #iterations ≤ I0 do
Qij ← (ci > ĉj ∨ mi > m̂j) ? 0 :

∑N
k=1

∑M
l=1 XklF (eik, ejl) ;

Xij ← exp(βQij) ;
while X̃ does not converge AND #iterations ≤ I1 do

X̃1
ij ← X̃ij∑ M+1

j=1 X̃ij
; // update X̃ by normalizing across rows

X̃ij ← min(1,
X̃1

ij
∑ N+1−( ˆcapj−1)

i=1 smallesti

) ; // normalizing across

columns, smallesti stands for ith smallest element in column j

end
end
β ← β · βr ;

end
return X ;

Algorithm 1. Step 1 – inexact graph matching

In the second procedure we address equations 1-3 and 5 only (i.e., compu-
tational and capacity constraints). Discarding equation 4, we have an instance
of a weighted bipartite matching problem, modeled as follows: G′ = (V ′, E′),
where V ′ = V ∪ V̂ , and E′ = (vi, v̂j)|vi ∈ V ∧ v̂j ∈ V̂ ∧ ci ≤ ĉj ∧ mi ≤ m̂j ,
where we use weights computed by procedure 1: w((vi, v̂j)) = Xij . To solve the
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maximum weighted bipartite problem, we use a slightly modified version of the
LEDA implementation [15]. The resulting allocation suits constraints 1-3 and 5
but might violate constraint 4.

Input: vectors C, M, Ĉ, M̂ , ˆCAP , weights matrix X
Output: allocation matrix A
A ← solve maximum weighted bipartite matching(C, M, X, Ĉ, M̂ , ˆCAP ) ;
return A;

Algorithm 2. Step 2 – weighted bipartite graph matching

In the last procedure, we have to make sure that no connectivity constraints
were violated by procedure 2. To do so, we analyze all the allocation pairs
(Xij and Xkl), counting how many connectivity violating allocation pairs
each allocation Xij appears in. If no connectivity violations were detected,
the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the “worst” allocation Xij (the one that
appears in the most violating pairs) is removed from the allocation matrix, from
then on forcing Xij = 0, and step 2 is repeated.

Input: allocation matrix A, vectors C, M, Ĉ, M̂, ˆCAP and matrixes B, B̂
Output: final allocation matrix
problem costij ← ZERO MATRIX ;
curr alloc ← {(i, j)|i ∈ {1..n} ∧ j ∈ {1..m} ∧ Aij = 1} ;
forall (i, j)|(i, j) ∈ curr alloc do

forall (k, l)|(k, l) ∈ curr alloc ∧ (k, l) �= (i, j) do
if Bik > B̂jl then // Allocation violates edge constraints

problem costij++ ; problem costkl++ ;
end

end
end
if (problem cost is ZERO MATRIX) then

return A ;
else

(i, j) ← index of the biggest number in problem cost ;
Aij ← 0 ;
Go To Procedure 2 ;

end

Algorithm 3. Step 3 – cleanup

3.4 Algorithm Complexity

In order to analyze the complexity of the entire algorithm, we will analyze each
one of its three steps. Here we will assume that the number of clusters in the
grid is M and the number of jobs is N .
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Step 1: the normalization across rows takes O(N2M2), while the normaliza-
tion across columns takes O(N2M2 log(N)). The overall complexity of step 1 is
O(N2M2 log(N)).

Step 2: the constructed graph G′ has O(N + M) vertexes and O(NM) edges.
Using the algorithm proposed in [15], the overall complexity of this step is O((N+
M)2 log(N + M) + NM(N + M)) = O(N2 log(N + M) + N2M), assuming that
N � M .

Step 3: as there is a maximal number of N allocations, the analysis of the
correctness of all given allocation pairs takes O(N2) time.

Overall: In the worst case, steps 2 and 3 are repeated NM times; thus the
overall time complexity in the worst case is O(N3M log(N + M) + N3M2).
However, we expect the average performance to be much better. It is also im-
portant to note that the algorithm is polynomial in the number of clusters only,
regardless of the number of actual machines in those clusters.

4 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the CTAAP-Solver algorithm, we per-
formed a series of experiments to estimate both its quality and speed. The
results for the CTAAP-Solver algorithm are compared to the optimal results
calculated by an integer programming technique. The integer programming
model that we used is based on the five equations listed above. The fourth
quadratic equation was replaced by a series of equivalent linear equations. The
system of five equations, including the modified equation 4, was fed into integer-
programming solvers GLPK [16] and CBC [17], which provided an optimal so-
lution. The following values for the constants were used in all the experiments:
β0 = 0.5, βf = 10, βr = 1.075, I0 = 4, and I1 = 30.

Fig. 2 describes the results of the first experiment, in which the CTAAP-Solver
algorithm results are compared with the optimal solution. The request graph of
50 nodes has computing and network properties as random values in the range of
1...100 (all the random numbers mentioned in this text have uniform distribution
in the given range). The offered graph consisted of 5 homogeneous clusters, each
with a random capacity in the range of 1...11. In five consistent tests composed
of 100 independent runs, we increased the offered properties ranges from 1...100
to 1...200, then to 1...300, etc.

The results depicted in Fig. 2 show that as the chances of a single request to
be mapped to a single available resource increase, our algorithm performs better.
The “range” itself is of no importance: a request can be mapped to an offer iff
the offer’s properties are not lower than the request’s properties. Only the order
of the requests and offers is important, and not the values themselves. In the
first point of the graph, the chances of a single requested machine to be mapped
to a specific available machine are 50.5% (both offer and request are inte-
gers, randomized in a range of 1...100). In the second test, these chances increase
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Fig. 2. The success rate of the CTAAP-Solver algorithm

(as the offer is randomized in the range of 1...200, but the request is still ran-
domized in the range of 1...100) and thus becomes 1/2+1/2 ·0.505 ≈ 75%, while
in the third experiment it is 2/3 + 1/3 · 0.505 ≈ 83%, and so on.

Another experiment, the results of which are given in Fig. 3, compares the
runtime of the CTAAP-Solver algorithm with the runtime of one of the best
open-source integer programming solvers – CBC2 [17].

In this experiment the size of the requests and offers graphs was constantly
increased. The computing and network properties were random values in the
range of 1...100. The offers graph consisted of 5 homogeneous clusters, with a
random capacity in the range of 1 and 1/5 of the size of the requests graph. The
computing and network properties were random numbers in the range of 1...200.

Fig. 3. Left: a comparison of the runtime of the CTAAP-Solver algorithm vs. CBC2
optimized exhaustive search. Right: the runtime of the CTAAP-Solver algorithm.

5 Conclusions

Here we have presented a new algorithm that provides a fast and efficient solution
to the topology-aware coallocation problem. This algorithm is currently used as
an important building block in the QosCosGrid scheduling system.
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